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The relaxation towards equilibrium of systems with long range interations is not yet understood.
As a step towards suh a omprehension, we propose the study of the dynamial equilibrium utua-
tions in a model system with long range interation. We ompute analytially, from the mirosopi
dynamis, the autoorrelation funtion of the order parameter. From this result, we derive analyt-
ially a Fokker Plank equation whih desribes the stohasti proess of the impulsion of a single
partile in an equilibrium bath. The diusion oeient is expliitly omputed.
PACS numbers:
A number of physial systems are governed by long
range interations. Some examples are given by self-
gravitating systems, two dimensional inompressible, or
geophysial ows, some models in plasma physis. For
suh Hamiltonian systems, the non additivity of the in-
terations makes the usual thermodynami limit N →
∞, V → ∞ irrelevant. Miroanonial average is how-
ever still relevant, and generially leads to a mean eld
desription of the equilibrium, exat in the limit N →∞
[1℄. The relaxation toward equilibrium of these systems
still has to be ompletely understood. The phenomenol-
ogy of the dynamis shows that a rapid relaxation leads
to the formation of quasi-stationary strutures, whih
may be out of equilibrium states (see [2℄ for astrophysial
and geophysial examples and [3℄ for spin system ones).
In most of ases, this is explained by the existene of sta-
ble stationary states of the assoiated Vlasov equation,
whih desribes the dynamis by approximating the po-
tential by a mean eld one. In suh stable situations, the
Vlasov dynamis is a good approximation of the partile
dynamis, on typial time sales diverging with the num-
ber of partile [4℄. The relaxation towards equilibrium of
these strutures is then assoiated to the utuations of
the potential around its mean eld approximation, and is
thus very slow. One of our goal is to understand suh a
relaxation, whih is of partiular interest, for instane in
the study of astrophysial strutures, turbulene parame-
terization in geophysial ows, et. Some works towards
a kineti desription of this relaxation have been pro-
posed, for instane, by Chandrasekar in the ontext of
self-gravitating systems [5℄, Chavanis for the point vor-
tex model [6℄ or for the two-dimensional Euler equation
[6℄, or in plasma physis [7℄. In eah of these ases, the
relaxation is then desribed by a Fokker-Plank equa-
tion or some generalizations. These results are mainly
obtained by formal onsiderations and the diusion oef-
ient in the Fokker-Plank equation is always expressed
as a Kubo formulae or, equivalently, by a formal integral
of the Liouvillian of the dynamis. The diusion oef-
ient has been omputed, in some limits, for the point
vortex model [6℄ and for self-gravitating systems.
In the kineti theory of dilute gases, the Boltzmann
equation has lead to the omputation of transport oe-
ients [8℄. This is an example of expliit omputation of a
diusion oeient for a system, with a large number of
partiles. A omplete mathematial proof of this result
diretly from the Hamiltonian dynamis is however still
to be ahieved. The omputation of the diusion oe-
ient for the standard map [9℄ is a lassial example, for
a system with a small number of degrees of freedom. On
the past deades, the issue of the link between haoti
Hamiltonian dynamis and diusive properties has been
addressed on a general framework [10, ℄. We also note
works on the relaxation to equilibrium of a massive piston
in interation with two out of equilibrium perfet gases
[11℄, whih a Vlasov like behavior.
We will show that the diusion oeient for systems
with long range interations an be omputed in the large
density limit (N →∞ with a xed volume and renormal-
ized interation). At statistial equilibrium, one obtains
the mean eld desription typial for long range inter-
ating systems. Near the equilibrium, partiles have an
integrable motion, perturbed by the utuations of the
mean eld around its equilibrium value. This leads to
the relaxation towards equilibrium. The self onsistent
nature of the utuations (the mean eld osillates due
to small partile deviations, themselves due to the mean
eld utuations) is however an essential feature of this
proess.
In order to preise these ideas, we onsider a simple
toy model of long-range interating system: the Hamil-
tonian Mean Field model (HMF). In this framework, as
a rst step towards the study of the relaxation towards
equilibrium, we onsider the equilibrium dynamial
utuations. We rst propose an analyti omputa-
tion of the autoorrelation funtion of the mean eld
order parameter. From this result, we an derive a
Fokker-Plank equation whih desribes the stohasti
proess of a partile in interation with a bath of N − 1
partiles in equilibrium. The diusion oeient is then
expliitly omputed, from the mirosopi dynamis.
We nally onlude by disussing generalization to out
of equilibrium situations, and more realisti models.
2The Hamiltonian of the attrative HMF model [12℄ is
:
H =
N∑
k=1
p2k
2
+
1
2N
N∑
k,l=1
(1− cos (θk − θl)) (1)
Beause of its simpliity, a large number of authors
have onsidered this model and its repulsive ounter-
part (with the opposite sign for the potential energy).
The HMF model is the harmoni osillator for long
range interating systems. We refer to [13℄ for a re-
view. Let us dene the magnetization M by NM =∑N
k=1 e
iθk
(M = Mx + iMy). Beause the kineti en-
ergy per partile ec may be exatly expressed as 2ec =
2E − 1 + M2 (E is the energy per partile), and be-
ause M is a simple sum of N variables, the omputa-
tion of the stati miroanonial quantities is straight-
forward. For instane we obtain the volume of the
shell of the phase spae, with energy E: Ω (E) ∝N→∞∫ 1
0
dM B (M) exp (NS (E,M)) with the entropy S given
by S (E,M) = C (M) + log
(
2E +M2 − 1) /2, where
C (M) = log (I0 (ψ (M))) − Mψ (M), I0 is dened by
2piI0 (M) ≡
∫ 2π
0
dθ exp (M cos θ), and ψ as the inverse
funtion of d log I0/dM . The use of the saddle point
method, in the previous integral, shows that an over-
whelming number of ongurations have a magnetiza-
tion lose to the equilibrium value Me (E) dened by
∂S (E,Me) /∂M = 0. This equation shows that, above
the ritial energy Ec = 3/4, whereas below Ec a se-
ond order phase transition ours. The density in the
µ−phase spae (all angles and momenta are projeted
on a (θ, p) spae) may be evaluated as fE (p, θ) ∝
exp
(−β (E) (p2/2−Me (E) cos θ)), up to a translation
of angles. These results are equivalent to the anonial
ones (see [12℄).
In the following we onsider only energies greater than
the ritial one E > Ec. In suh a ase, the equilibrium
is homogeneous : Me = 0. Then β = 1/ (2E − 1) and
f (p, θ) ∝ exp (−βp2/2). The stati utuations of M
may also be omputed, from the seond derivative of S
with respet to M , at the equilibrium point. We obtain
a Gaussian magnetization with N 〈M⋆M〉 = 2/ (2− β)
and 〈M⋆M⋆〉 = 〈MM〉 = 0 (M⋆ is the omplex onju-
gate of M). The magnetization has typial utuations
of order N−1/2, we thus re-sale it aordingly, by den-
ing :
m =
1√
N
N∑
k=1
eiθk . (2)
The aim of this letter is to study the dynamial equilib-
rium utuations of this system. From the Hamiltonian
(1), one obtains the equations of motion:
dθk
dt
= pk and
dpk
dt
=
N−1/2
2
(
im⋆ (t) eiθk + CC
)
(3)
(CC means the omplex onjugate of the previous ex-
pression). From the motion equation (3), thanks to the
smallness of the mean eld utuations, the motion of
any partile may be treated perturbatively in the limit
N → 0. We expand the variables in power of N−1/2 :
θk = θk,0 + N
−1/2θk,1 + ..., pk = pk,0 + N
−1/2pk,1 + ...
and m = m0+N
−1/2
m1+ ... (the magnetization (2) has
to be self-onsistent). The zero order motion is a free bal-
listi one : pk,0 (t) = p
0
k and θk,0 (t) = θ
0
k + p
0
kt, where θ
0
k
and p0k are the values of θ and p for t = 0. The expression
(3) learly shows, that suh a perturbative desription,
around this simple zero order dynamis, will remain valid
as soon as t ≪ N1/2. This expansion leads, to the rst
order, to θk,1 (t) =
∫ t
0
du pk,1 (u) with :
pk,1 (t) =
∫ t
0
du
[
i
2
m
⋆
0 (u) e
i(θ0k+p
0
ku) + CC
]
. (4)
A peuliarity of this asymptoti expansion, is that the
magnetization m (2) is a sum of N variables, where
N−1/2 is the expansion parameter. A sum of N order
N−1/2 terms may be of order 1. To obtain the zero or-
der magnetization, we thus have to inlude the rst order
expression of the angles θk,1. We then obtain:
m0 (t) = a− 1/2
∫ t
0
du
∫ u
0
dv [bm⋆0 (v) − cm0 (v)] (5)
where a(t, θ0k, p
0
k) = N
−1/2
∑N
k=1
ei(θ
0
k
+p0
k
t)
,
b(t, v, θ0k, p
0
k) = N
−1
∑N
k=1
ei(2θ
0
k
+p0
k
(t+v))
and
c(t, v, θ0k, p
0
k) = N
−1
∑N
k=1
eip
0
k
(t−v)
. The expression
(5) learly reets the self-onsistent nature of the
motion : the magnetization at time t depends on the
magnetization at previous times.
From (5), we ompute the magnetization autoorre-
lation funtion at leading order 〈m0 (t)m0 (0)〉, where
the braket denotes miroanonial averages on the vari-
ables
(
θ0k, p
0
k
)
. We rst note that b and c are equal to
their miroanonial average plus utuations of order
N−1/2. These utuations an be negleted at the or-
der onsidered. b and c are thus treated as independent
of the magnetization. Some lengthy omputations lead
to
〈
a(t, θ0k, p
0
k)m0
〉
= 2 exp
(
−t2/2β
)
/ (2− β),
〈
b(t, v, θ0k, p
0
k)
〉
=
0 and
〈
c(t, v, θ0k, p
0
k)
〉
= 2 exp
(
− (t− v)2 /2β
)
/ (2− β) (up
to order N−1/2 orretions). From (5), we then ob-
tain 〈m⋆ (t)m(0)〉 = 2φ (t) / (2− β) and 〈m⋆ (t)m⋆(0)〉 =
〈m (t)m(0)〉 = 0; where the funtion φ is given by the so-
lution of the integral equation :
φ (t) = exp
(
− t
2
2β
)
+
1
2
∫ t
0
dv v exp
(
− v
2
2β
)
φ (t− v)
(6)
We remark that the rhs integral is a onvolution. This
makes the solution of this equation by a Laplae trans-
form natural. We do not report the result. Whereas the
rst term on the rhs of this integral equation is due to
the integrable ballisti motion of the partiles, the seond
term reets the self-onsistent nature of the dynamis.
3To our knowledge, it is the rst derivation of suh a mem-
ory term, diretly from the dynamis, in an Hamiltonian
system with a large number of partiles.
To have a physial insight on this autoorrelation fun-
tion, we ompute the asymptoti behavior of φ. Firstly
φ (t) ∝t→0 exp
(− (2− β) t2/ (4β)). This approximation
is obtained using the value of the seond derivative of φ
in 0 : φ1. From 6, by a Taylor expansion, we ompute
φ1 = (2− β) / (2β). Suh a Gaussian behavior for small
times, would be typial of a ballisti behavior. However,
we note that the oeient (2− β) / (2β) is not uniquely
due to the integrable zero order dynamis, but is renor-
malized by the memory term. Seondly we obtain :
φ (t) ∝t→∞ A (β) exp (−γ (β) t) ; γ (β) = (2/β)
1/2 F−1 (β) ,
(7)
where F−1 is the inverse of the funtion F , with F (x) =
2/
(
1 +
√
pix exp
(
x2
)
erfc (−x)), where erfc is the om-
plementary error funtion This exponential limit for the
autoorrelation funtion is natural, as it orresponds to
the Markovian limit for the magnetization stohasti pro-
ess. Using the expression (7) as an Ansatz and eval-
uating the integral equation (6) at dominant order for
t → ∞, it is possible to obtain this result for γ. The
lower inset of Fig. 1 shows the relaxation onstant γ
as a funtion of β. Near the ritial energy (βc = 2),
the relaxation onstant tends to 0. This indiates that
near the ritial point, the relaxation time diverges. On
the ontrary, for large energy, γ diverges and the relax-
ation time is very small. Let us ompare these results
for the autoorrelation funtion with numerial results.
We rst numerially ompute the theoretial predition
for φ (φ (t) may be numerially omputed either from its
Fourier transform, its Laplae transform or by an itera-
tive sheme diretly from (6)). Fig. 1 shows a omparison
of this theoretial autoorrelation funtion with the one
obtained diretly from the integration of the Hamiltonian
dynamis (1).
Beause the stohasti proess is stationary, using the
Wiener-Kinhin theorem, the spetral density of the om-
plex magnetization may be omputed from the Fourier
transform of the autoorrelation funtion. As the integral
equation desribing the autoorrelation funtion is a on-
volution, the omputation of this spetral density is easy.
Dening S (ω) = 2/pi
∫
∞
0
dt cos (ωt) 〈m⋆ (t)mm0)〉, one
obtains :
S (ω) =
8 (piβ/2)1/2 exp
(
−βω2/2
)
2 [(2− β) + β3/2ωA (β1/2ω)]
2
+ piβ3ω2 exp (−βω2)
(8)
where A (x) = exp
(
−x2/2
) ∫ x
0
du exp
(
u2/2
)
. We have
S (ω) ∼ω→∞ (2β/pi)1/2 exp
(−βω2/2).
Let us now onsider the diusion of the momentum
p of a single partile, where all others partiles have a
random angle and momentum aording to the miro-
anonial distribution (one partile in a bath at equilib-
rium). Let us denote 〈∆p〉 (p, t) the mean displaement
p(t) − p(0), and 〈∆p2〉 (p, t) the mean square displae-
ment of a partile knowing that its initial momentum
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Figure 1: The magnetization autoorrelation funtion: the
predited value (6) and the numerially omputed value are
both represented. They are indistinguishable (maximum ab-
solute error of 3.10−3). We have used E = 2.5, β =
1/ (2E − 1), N = 10 000, and averaged over 18 samples, eah
one of duration t = 8000. The upper inset shows that the
exponential deay of the autoorrelation funtion is a good
approximation times greater than 2 or 3, for these param-
eters. The lower inset shows the relaxation onstant as a
funtion of the inverse temperature γ (β) (see 7).
(p (0) = p). From (4) and the results for the autoorre-
lation funtion or for similar quantities, it is possible to
ompute expliitly
〈
∆p2
〉
(p, t), at the leading order inN ,
for any time suh that t ≪ N1/2 (perturbative desrip-
tion of the dynamis). The quantity
〈
∆p2
〉
(p, t) has a
transient behavior on a time sale of order 1 (the expliit
omputation is feasible, but not reported), followed for
1 ≪ t ≪ N1/2, by a diusive behavior. We then obtain〈
∆p2
〉
(p, t) ∼1≪t≪N−1/2 2D (p)N−1t, with
D (p) =
1
2
∫
∞
0
dt 〈m⋆ (t)m(0)〉 cos (pt) (9)
This result is the equivalent of a Kubo formulae. However
it states a bite more: the diusion oeient is there ex-
pressed as the autoorrelation of the mean eld and not
as the autoorrelation of the fore. We note that the dif-
fusion oeient is proportional to the spetral density :
D (p) = piS (p) /4. This is a peuliarity of this model for
whih the interation is built with a osine. An analytial
expression for D is thus obtained from (8). The ompu-
tation of 〈∆p〉 (p, t) may be done following the same pro-
edure. Please note, however, that the N−1/2 ontribu-
tion vanishes. The lower order ontribution omes from
a perturbative desription of the dynamis at order 2
(pk,2 (t) and m1 (t)). The systemati momentum hange
is N 〈∆p〉 (p, t) ∼1≪t≪N−1/2 (dD (p) /dp− βpD (p)) t. In
the following, we will see that this result an be dedued
from the stationarity of the stohasti proess (or equiv-
alently from the fat that the distribution for p tends
to the equilibrium distribution). This is the equivalent
of an Einstein relation. Fig. 2 shows that the analyt-
ial diusion oeient with the numerially omputed
N
〈
∆p2
〉
(p, t) /t agree.
We have observed a diusive behavior for the momenta
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∆
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Figure 2: The solid urve shows the mean square displaement
of a partile in funtion of its initial momentum ,normalized
by N and divided by the time (N
〈
∆p2
〉
(p, t) / (2t)) (this is
not a distribution), for four values of time : t = 10, 15, 20, 25
; N = 10 000, β = 1/4 . As the urves are superposed for
time, this shows that the motion is atually diusive. The
dashed urve represents the predited result D (p) (equation
8 withD (p) = piS (p) /4), no t. This onrms the theoretial
analysis, up to errors due to an inomplete statistis.
(9) with a systemati momentum drift, for 1 ≪ t ≪
N1/2. Moreover the mean displaement and the mean
square displaement are small as they sale like N−1.
These two fats are the two hypothesis for the derivation
of a Fokker-Plank equation. Thus any momentum dis-
tribution funtion f (p) evolves, at the leading order in
N , through the equation:
∂f
∂t
=
1
N
∂
∂p
(
D (p)
(
∂f
∂p
+ βpf
))
(10)
This equation is valid for time t ≫ 1. For the deriva-
tion of the mean square and mean displaement, we have
assumed t ≪ N1/2 (perturbative desription). However,
the previous analysis has also shown that the orrela-
tion funtion deays exponentially for large time. The
orrelation time for the fore (or equivalently the mag-
netization) is then of order 1 and is thus muh smaller
than N1/2. This is a rst indiation that the stohasti
proess may beomes Markovian for time muh smaller
than N1/2. If it is atually suh, the Fokker-Plank
will be orret for any time t. We note that this equa-
tion atually onverges towards the equilibrium density
Peq (p) = (β/2pi)
1/2
exp
(−βp2/2).
In this letter, we have analytially omputed the auto-
orrelation funtion for the HMF model. We have used
this result to ompute analytially the diusion of the
momentum of a single partile in an equilibrium distri-
bution. We have obtained a Fokker-Plank equation for
whih the diusion oeient is expliitly omputed. A
more omplete study of the magnetization stohasti pro-
ess, the detailed omputations, and the study of this
Fokker-Plank equation will be addressed in a forthom-
ing paper [14℄. Due to the asymptoti deay of the dif-
fusion oeient, for large momentum, the spetrum of
the linear operators of the Fokker-Plank equation has no
gap between the eigenvalue orresponding to the ground
state and the other eigenvalues. In the introdution, we
have introdued this work as a rst step towards the de-
sription of relaxation towards the statistial equilibrium.
We hope to generalize in the future these results to suh
out-of equilibrium states. Let us note however, that the
Fokker-Plank equation should orretly desribe the re-
laxation towards equilibrium of states suiently lose
to equilibrium. The generalization of this letter results
to other long range interating partile models may fol-
low the same path, with tehnial diulties linked to
the ontinuous nature of the mean eld in most systems,
and the theoretial problems linked with the divergene
of some interations at small sales (point-vorties, self-
gravitating systems and plasma).
I a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